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ABSTRACT 
A natural Hadamard matrix H, is a 2” X2” matrix defined recursively as 
f&t+, =[: :l]@Hn. 
where @ denotes the Kronecker product. Some properties of such matrices which 
follow from the above definition are shown in this paper. These include a certain 
relation between defined reduction and expansion properties, parity considerations in 
the Hadamard domain and some dyadic properties. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A “natural” Hadamard matrix, which will be denoted by H,,, is a matrix 
of order 2” X 2” defined recursively as 
where @ deontes the Kronecker product. 
Certain rearrangement of the rows (or columns) of such matrices lead to 
“ordered” Hadamard matrices, which will be denoted by W,. The rows of 
such matrices are Walsh functions arranged in an increasing sequency order 
(the higher the number of sign changes within a Walsh function, the higher 
the sequency is ) [l, 21. The order of the rows of H,, can be obtained from 
the order of the rows of W, in the following way [3]. Express the indices of 
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the rows of W,, in a Gray code. Reverse the order of the bits, and the 
obtained expressions are the binary representations of the indices of the 
corresponding rows in the natural matrix. 
EXAMPLE. The Gray code of 2 is (011). Reversing the order gives (110), 
which is the binary representation of 6. This means that row number 2 in W, 
is row number 6 in Hs. 
Let A,, be either ordered or natural Hadamard matrix of order 2” X Z”, 
and let A be a vector of dimension 2”. The vector B is the Hadamard 
transform of A iff B = A.4. If B is a matrix of order 2” X Z”, then A, BA, is 
the two-dimensional Hadamard transform of B. Hadamard transforms are 
commonly used for signal processing and communication purposes [Z, 4, 51. 
Four symposia were held in the years 1970-1973 on the subject “Applica- 
tions of Walsh functions.” The author has previously shown some properties 
of Hadamard transforms (either ordered or natural) with engineering ap- 
plications [6-s]. This paper presents some further properties of such trans- 
forms which are more mathematically orientated. These are all based on the 
recursive method for constructing H,,. 
2. THEORY 
2.1. The Relation between a Certain Reduction and Expansion of the Rows of 
K 
Definitions. 
(a) Let the vector Ai denote the ith row of a matrix A of order 2” X p, 
p,n=O, 1; * * . The matrix B of order 2”-” X p, 0 <m < n, is obtained from A 
by a binary reduction of order m iff 
(k + 1)2”’ - 1 
B, = x Ai for 0 < k < 2”-” - 1. 
i=; ks”’ 
(b) Definition of a reduction operator R(“‘). R(“) (A) = B ti B is ob- 
tained from A by a binary reduction of order m. 
(c) A matrix B of order q x p2” is obtained from a matrix A of order 
q X p by a binary expansion of order m iff the column of B with index n2” is 
the nth column of A for 0 <n < p - 1, and the elements in the rest of the 
columns of B are identically zero. 
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(d) Definition of the expansion operator EC”). EC”) (A) = B iff B is 
obtained from A by a binary expansion of order m. 
18 9 51’ 
A=[: ; ;I, E(‘)(A)=[: ; ; ; “6 ;I. 
A reduction operation can be defined for the elements of a vector the 
same way it is defined for the rows of a matrix. 
ILLUSTRATION. A = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8), R@)(A) = (10 26). 
THEOREM I. R(“)(H,J=2”‘E@‘)(H,_,), O<m<n. 
Proof. From the definitions of the reduction operator R cm) and the 
Kronecker product of matrices it follows that 
R(“)(A@B) = A @R(“)(B). 
Since the first column of a Hadamard matrix contains + l’s onIy, whereas 
the rest of the columns contain an equal number of + l’s and -l’s, it 
follows that if 
R(“‘(H,) = Y 
such that 
yi = 2” 
i 
for i=O, 
0 otherwise, 
then 
R(“)(H,) = R(“)(H,_,@H,) = H,_, @R(m)(H,,,) 
= H,,_, @Y = 2mE(m)(H,_,). 
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The first 2" rows in W, are the first 2"' Walsh functions. Let us check 
what are the indices of the rows of H,, which are the first 2”’ Walsh 
functions. 
The Gray code of each of the first 2” non-negative integers among the 
first 2” contains n - m zeros on the left. Reversing the code gives n - m zeros 
on the right. This means that the 2”’ numbers finally obtained are the 
reversed binary code of the first 2’” numbers, multiplied by 2”-“. It follows 
that the first 2” Walsh functions can be located in H, in the following way. 
Find the indices of the rows of H, which correspond respectively to the first 
2” Walsh functions. Then multiply these indices by 2”-“. The numbers 
obtained are the indices of the rows of H,, which are the first 2”’ Walsh 
functions, respectively. 
EXAMPLE. The first 2’ rows of W, can be located in H3 in the following 
way. The location of the rows of W, in H, is as follows: 
Indices of rows of 
i 
w,: 0 1 2 3, 
H,: 0 2 3 1. 
By multiplying the obtained indices of Hz by 23-2 = 2, the following numbers 
are obtained: 0 4 6 2, which gives the following connection between the 
indices of the first 4 rows of W, and the location of the same rows in Ha: 
Indices of rows of 
w,: 0 1 2 3, 
H3: 0462. 
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The following theorem is a direct conclusion from the above discussion 
and Theorem I, taking into account the fact that since W,, is a symmetric 
matrix, the same argument holds also for the columns. 
THEOREM II. n R(“)(W)=M such that 
Mii = 
2”[ Wn_m]ii for O<i and j<2”-m-1, 
0 otherwise. 
Thus the square matrix of order 2”-” X2”-” on the left side of M is 
Z”‘W,,_,,,, and the rest of the elements of M are zero. (It should be noticed 
that the number of rows of M is 2n-m.) 
ILLUSTRATIONS. 
I 
: 
+ + 
; - - 
w,= ---+’ 
1 - + - 1 W(W,) = 2 *1 + ; ; ) I - 1 
where 
[ 
+ + 
+ - 1 = w,. 
CONCLUSION 1. Let A be a real vector of dimension 2”, and let A W, = 
B. Let D be a vector consisting of the first 2”-” elementi of A. Then 
R(“)(B)=2”DW,_,. 
CONCLUSION 2. Let A be a real vector of dimension 2”, and let AH,, = B. 
Let D be a vector consisting of the elements of A whose indices are integral 
multiples of 2”. Then R(“)(B) =2”DH,_,. 
2.2. Parity consiakrations in the Hadamard domain 
THEOREM III. Let A=(A,,A,; - . 
B=(BI,Bz; . - 
,A,,) be any vector of integers. Let 
, B,) be a vector such that 
Bi s 1 (mod 2) for 1 < i < n. 
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1’ A.B= d, then d E [E.l=,Ai] (mod 2). 
Proof. Since Bi z 1 (mod 2) for 1 < i Gn, we have 
&*Bi = 4 (mod 2), 
whence 
d= 2AieBiz $Ai (mod2). n i=l [ 1 i=l 
CONCLUSION 3. Let A be a vector of &nension n, and let B be a matrix 
ofordernxm,suchthutBi.~1(mod2)for1<i<n,1<j<m.ZfAB=D, 
then D,=D,z... = -0,s [&= lAi] (mod 2). 
In words: If all the elements of a matrix B are odd numbers and AB = D, 
then all the elements of D have the same parity, which is the parity of the 
sum of the elements of A. 
A Hadamard matrix is a matrix whose 
following conclusion holds. 
CONCLUSION 4. All the elements of the 
of integers have the same parity. 
elements are all + 1. Thus the 
Hadamard transfnm of a vector 
It has been shown [6] that the two-dimensional natural Hadamard 
transform of a matrix can be obtained by writing the matrix in the form of a 
vector and taking the one-dimensional transform of that vector. Since natural 
and ordered Hadamard transforms of a vector have the same elements, the 
following conclusion can be stated. 
CONCLUSION 5. All the elements of the two-dimenskmul Hadamard 
transform of a matrix have the same parity. 
Theorem III and Conclusion 3 deal with a general case that can be 
implemented not only for Hadamard matrices. It is worth while showing that 
Conclusions 4 and 5 can be obtained by a different approach. 
THEOREM IV. Let A be any vector of dimension n. Let B be a matrix of 
order nxm such that 
Bii E (1, -l} for l<i<n, l<j<m 
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Z-f AB = D, then Zl, zD, 3 . . - ED,,, z [Cl= lAi] (mod 2). 
Proof. Let 
Pk = { jlBik= +l}, 
Nk = {j/B+= -l}, l<k<m. 
33 
Then 
Dk = ,&Ai - 2 A, = 2 2 Ai - i: Ai, 
1ENk iES i=l 
which means that the parity of Dk is the parity of ET_ ,Ai. n 
The following theorem follows directly from Conclusions 1 and 4. 
THEOREMV. Let A be a vector of integers of dimension 2”, and let B be 
either its natural m its ordered Hadammd transfm. Let C = R (“‘j(B). Then 
Ci s Ci (mod 2”‘+l), 0 < i,i < 2”-” - 1, where only the following two possibili- 
ties exist: 
Ci s 0 (mod 2”‘+‘) or Ci s 2” (mod Zm+‘). 
ILLUSTRATION. 
A = (1,2,3,54,5,6,9), 
B = AH, = (35, - 7, - 11,3, - 13,1,1, - 1); 
Bi E Bi (mod 2), 0 < i,i < 7. 
The result of adding the elements of B in groups of two is the vector 
c = (28, -8, - 12,0), 
and 
C, s q (mod 2’), 0 < i,i < 3. 
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The result of adding the elements of B in groups of four is the vector 
D = (20, - 12), 
and 
D, z D, (mod 2”). 
It should be noticed that 
Bi E 2’ (mod 2), 
Ci = 0 (mod 2”), 
Di E 22 (mod 23). 
Theorem V stated that only the following two possibilities exist: Ci ~0 (mod 
2”‘+‘) or Ci=2”’ (mod 2m+1), It is worth while checking the property of A 
which determines which one of these possibilities exists. C equals 2’” times 
the Hadamard transform of certain elements of A. In view of Conclusion 4, 
Ci=O (mod 2m+1) or Ci ~2” (mod 2”‘+‘) according as the sum of the 
mentioned elements of A is even or odd. It was mentioned already which 
elements of A generate the elements of C. These are the first 2”’ elements of 
A in the case where B = A W,,, and the elements of A whose indices are 
integral multiples of 2” in the case where B= AH,,. 
2.3. Hadammd transforms of the Kronecker product of om+dimensional or 
two-dimmsionul arrays 
THEOREM VI. Let A, B be two matrices of order 2’ X2k, 24 X2P respec- 
tively. Then H,+,(A63B)Hk+,=(H,AH,)~(H,BH,). 
Proof. If A, B, C and D are any matrices, then [9] 
(AB) @(CD) = (A@c)(B@D). 
From the definition of the natural Hadamard matrix, we have 
Hk @H, = f&+1 
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and 
= H,+,(A @BB)H,+,. n 
Theorems VII and VIII, which are stated below, are special cases of 
Theorem VI and are therefore stated without proof. 
THEOREM VII, Let A, B be matrices of order 2k X 2k, 2’ X 2’ respectively. 
Then 
(&AH,) @@VW) = H,+r(A@B)H,+r. 
In words: The two-dimensional Hadamard transform of the Kronecker 
product of matrices equals the Kronecker product of their Hadamard trans- 
forms. 
THEOREM VIII. Let X, Y be two vectors of dimensions 2k, 2’ respec- 
tively. Then 
XH, @YH, = (X@Y)Hk+p 
In words: The Hadamard transform of the Kronecker product of vectors 
equals the Kronecker product of their Hadamard transforms. 
2.4. Dyadic properties of Hadamard matrices 
DEFINITION. Let Y be a vector of dimension 2”. The matrix YP is the 
dyadic matrix obtained from Y if it is of order 2” X 2” and its ii element is 
Y iei, where CI3 denotes addition modulo 2 of the elements of the binary 
representation of i, j. 
For example: 
11 2 3 41 
Y = (1,2,3,4), YP = ; ; ;’ 2” * 
I I 
14 3 2 11 
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NOTATION. Let X be a vector of dimension 1. The matrix diag(X) is a 
diagonal matrix of order 2 X 1 such that diag(X)ii = Xi, 0 < i < Z- 1. Diag is an 
operator which converts a vector into a matrix. 
Two important properties of diag which follow directly from the defini- 
tion should be mentioned: 
(1) diag is a linear operator, viz. 
diag (aX+pY) = cxdiag(X) + pdiag(Y). 
(2) diag (X)&hag(Y) = diag(X@Y). 
THEOREM IX. Let C be any vector of dimension Zk+‘. Let A, B be 
vectors of dimension N=2k such that C=(l,O)@A+(O,l)@B (every C can 
be represented in this way, since C has even dimension). Let 4, Bp,Cp be 
dyadic matrices obtained from A, B, C respectively. Then 
Proof. The following lemma is a direct conclusion from the properties 
of addition modulo 2 and will be stated without proof. 
LEMMA. The addition module 2 of the binary rqmsentutiun of numbers 
has the following property: 
i@i = (i+2k)@(j+2k), i.j = 0,1,..*,2k- 1. 
The definition of dyadic matrices is [CPlii = Cis+!, whence 
PPI, = [cpli+N,j+N’ 
From the last two formulas it follows that CP is of the form 
c=x y 
P 
[ I Y X’ 
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which means 
X is a dyadic matrix, since the numbers from 0 to 2k - 1 form a closed 
group under the operation G3. Y is also a dyadic matrix, since 
qi = C%li,j+rP i,j=0,1,.*.,2k-l, 
and m G3n, where 0 <m < 2k - 1, 2k <n < 2k - 1, always results in a number p 
such that 2k<p<2k+1- 1. [The proof is similar to the proof that i @3 j = (i + 
vYi+Wl 
Since C = (1,O) @A + (0, l)@B, we have 
X = A,, Y = BP, 
whence 
Some dyadic properties of Hadamard matrices have been shown in the 
form of the following theorem [lo]. 
THEOREM X. Let BP be a dyadic matrix of order 2k X2k, obtained jknn 
a uectorB, k=l,2;*.. Then 
wk Bp wk = gk diag( SW,). 
The proof of the theorem was based on Walsh-function theory. 
It is of interest to show that Theorems VII-IX lead to the result 
Hk BP Hk = gk diag( BHk), 
i.e., Theorem X can be proved with the Kronecker-product construction of 
Hadamard matrices. 
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Proof. By induction. For k= 1, 
[: -‘11[ b” :I[: 111 =[2(uO? Z(ohb)] 
= ediag((a,b)[ : !l] .
Let us assume that the theorem holds for a matrix BP of order 2k x 2k; we 
then prove that it holds for a matrix of order 2kt1 X2k+‘. 
If BP is a matrix of order 2k+1 X2k+’ obtained from a vector B, then 
according to Theorem IX, 
where Ap, CP are dyadic matrices obtained from the vectors A, C respec- 
tively, and B = (l,O)@A+ (0,l) @C. Thus 
Hk+,BpHk+, = Hk+l- ([ :, ;]@Ap)‘Hk+l + H +l’ ([y ;]@cp)*Hk+,. 
According to Theorem VII, 
H,+,B,H,+, = (Iil[; !+,)@(H,A,H,)+(Hl[; ;] l)‘(HkcpHk)’ 
According to the induction assumption, 
Hk BpHk = 2k diag(BH,). 
Also it should be noticed that the matrices 
[:, YIP [Y :I 
are dyadic matrices obtained from the vectors (LO), (0,l) respectively. 
Therefore 
Hk+iBpHk+l = 2diag((l,O)*H,) @2’diag(AHk) 
+2diag((O, l)*H,) @2’diag(CHk) 
= 2k+1diag((l,0)*H,@AHk+(0,1).H,@CHk). 
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According to Theorem VIII, 
XH, @YH, = (X@Y)H,+,, 
whence 
H,+PpH,+, = 2k+1diag([(l,0)@A]*Hk+,+ [(O,l)@C]*Hk+,) 
= 2k+1diag([(l,0)@Ai-(0,1)@C]-Hk+l) 
= 2k+‘diag(BHk+,). n 
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